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Abstract

Non-specific protein adsorption can be reduced by attaching polymer chains by one end to a sorbent surface. End-grafted
polymer modified surfaces have also found application in size-based chromatographic bioseparations. To better understand
how to tailor surfaces for these applications, a numerical SCF model has been used to calculate theoretical results for the
polymer density distribution of interacting polymer chains around a solute particle positioned at a fixed distance from a
surface. In addition, the excess energy required to move the particle into the polymer chains (interaction energy) is
calculated using a statistical mechanical treatment of the lattice model. The effect of system variables such as particle size,
chain length, surface density and Flory interaction parameters on density distributions and interaction energies is also
studied. Calculations for the interaction of a solute particle with a surface covered by many polymer chains (a brush) show
that the polymer segments will fill in behind the particle quite rapidly as it moves toward the surface. When there is no strong
energetic attraction between the polymer and solute we predict that the interaction energy will be purely repulsive upon
compression due to losses in conformational entropy of the polymer chains. Above a critical chain length, which depends
upon particle size, a maximum in the force required to move the particle toward the surface is observed due to an engulfment
of the particle as chains attempt to access the free volume behind the particle. If an attraction exists between the polymer and
solute, such that a minimum in the interaction energy is seen, the optimum conditions for solute repulsion occur at the
highest surface density attainable. Long chain length can lead to increased solute concentration within the polymer layer due
to the fact that an increased number of favourable polymer–solute contacts are able to occur than with short chains at a
similar entropic penalty.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction havior, which has been exploited in a number of
applications. Significant research has been done to

Polymer chains attached by one end to an interface investigate the effectiveness of end-grafted polymers
are called a ‘‘brush’’ when the attachment points are at improving biocompatibility of surfaces [1–3].
close enough together that the chains interact with More recently, our group has exploited polymer
one another. This term is derived from a physical brushes in a new chromatography mode, which we
picture of tightly packed, partially ordered chains call Entropic Interaction Chromatography (EIC), for
extending away from a surface. This asymmetric separating a wide range of analytes, including pro-
packing geometry leads to interesting physical be- teins and nucleic acids. EIC is based on the ability of

an end-grafted polymer to effect a rapid size-based
*Corresponding author. separation of solute molecules due to differences in
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the entropy change accompanying their penetration visualizing polymers in solution because the small
into the brush [4]. A review by Milner [5] gives molecular size scale (nm) and the fact that the
other examples of brush applications, which include polymer density is usually low make detailed in-
surfactants, miscibility agents for polymer blends formation difficult to obtain from experiment.
and colloid stabilization. Here, we develop a molecu- Modeling work on brush-particle interactions, which
lar model which provides a detailed picture of brush- may be compared to our results, includes an empiri-
protein interactions and thus a molecular theory for cal model developed by Joen et al. [19,20], a
understanding both brush-based biomaterials and description based on analytical SCF theory by Sub-
EIC. ramanian et al. [21] and a molecular dynamics

Several molecular-based models have been de- calculation of Murat and Grest [22] for a related
veloped for analyzing brush distributions as a func- system in which an atomic force microscope tip is
tion of system conditions [6–9] and the interaction of brought in contact with a brush.
brushes with planar surfaces or other brushes [10– The semi-empirical model of Joen et al. represents
13]. Few studies however, have focused on a small the first attempt to analyze the interaction of a
impenetrable particle (a protein molecule perhaps) spherical solute with a brush, in this case end-grafted
interacting with, or moving into, polymer chains that polyethylene oxide [19,20] (PEO). Interaction ener-
are end-grafted to a surface. The goal of this work is gies were calculated as the sum of a steric repulsion
to gain a better understanding of how a solute term, a van der Waals attraction term and a hydro-
molecule interacts with end-grafted polymer chains phobic interaction term. The relatively simple model
(Fig. 1). We develop an exact self-consistent-field is based on an earlier scaling thermodynamic treat-
(SCF) model, which allows for chain splaying, to ment of de Gennes and a critical assumption that the
calculate the density distribution and thermody- brush distribution assumes a step profile. Thus, the
namics of end-grafted polymer around a particle model assumes the brush is completely compressed
positioned at various distances from the grafting with no splaying as the particle approaches. It
surface. Our model is based on the original SCF predicts that solute repulsion increases with increas-
model for polymer adsorption developed by Scheut- ing particle penetration and with increasing chain
jens and Fleer [14–16] with an extension to model length at a given chain density. It also predicts,
end-grafted chains [6] in a cylindrical lattice geome- somewhat surprisingly, that the optimum chain den-
try [17,18]. sity for solute repulsion depends upon the particle

Computer simulations are particularly useful for size. For larger proteins with radius R560–80 A, the
optimum distance between grafting points d was
found to be more than that for small proteins of
radius R520 A (d513–17 A vs. 9–11 A).

Milner developed a more refined model for cal-
culating brush distribution profiles using an ana-
lytical form of SCF theory. This result was extended
by Subramanian et al. to evaluate the energy required
to compress a brush with a cylinder. Like the earlier
work of Joen et al., the resulting model is based on
the untested, and possibly poor assumption that the
grafted chains do not splay, and thus are completely
compressed by the approaching particle.

Recently, Murat and Grest [22] report molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation results for an AFM tip

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing a solute molecule interacting interacting with a brush, from which some insights
with polymer chains end-grafted to a surface. The centerline

for an interacting particle can be inferred. Therepresents the axis of a cylindrical coordinate system, and the
simulations show that the applied force requiredrings on the surface represent spatial increments in the radial

direction. increases with brush compression. However, the
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increase in force is less than that predicted by the
models of Joen et al. and Subramanian et al. because
the MD simulations show that chain segments are
able to escape from under the AFM tip. Larger tip
sizes lead to a more rapid increase in compression
force since it is more difficult for the chains to
escape. However, since the chain segments are able
to rearrange themselves around the tip, the segment
density between the tip and the surface was found to
remain approximately constant (the same as that of
the undisturbed brush), in sharp contrast to predic-
tions of the two earlier models.

The numerical self-consistent-field theory used in
this work makes no a priori assumptions about the

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the cylindrical lattice showing thepolymer chain configurations, or density distribution.
coordinate directions z and r. The mean field applies to each radial

Radials of lattice sites are treated with mean-field r(z) of the lattice as shown by the shaded radial.
averaging, which is a reasonable assumption given
the symmetry of the system when a cylindrical
particle is moved toward the brush surface. By tions and energetics. This geometry allows us to
combining step-weighted walk statistics with equilib- model a grafting surface at one end of the cylinder
rium statistical thermodynamics we calculate the from which polymer chains extend into the solution
average density distribution of polymer segments in in the z direction (normal to the surface). The
an undisturbed brush and around a particle. The undisturbed brush is completely uniform in the radial
energetic interaction (including entropic and enthal- r direction. A particle, which is given a very high
pic contributions) of the brush with the particle as it density (F $0.99) with a confined lattice volume,p

moves toward the grafting surface has been calcu- may then be specified at a position on the cylinder’s
lated and some potential applications for the model axis at some distance z from the grafting surface.p

are explored. The most convenient geometry for the particle is that
of a small cylinder with some radius R and lengthp

L . With mean-field variation in the radial direction,p

2. Cylindrical mean-field lattice solution of the resulting SCF equations yields in-
formation about the radial and normal segment

Linear polymers are normally capable of adopting density distributions.
a very large number of conformations in solution We have followed the same geometry rules as
since the bond rotation energy for a backbone C–C Leermakers et al. [17], giving the cylindrical lattice
bond is on the same order of magnitude as the flat layers numbered from z 5 1, . . . ,Z in themax

thermal energy of the system. By evaluating the normal direction and rings numbered r 5 1, . . . ,Rmax

number of possible ways in which the components of in the radial direction. The grafting surface is
a constant energy system can be arranged V, it is modeled as an impenetrable surface at position z51
possible to calculate statistical thermodynamic in- (for all r), and all other surfaces (z 5 Z , r 5 R )max max

formation (i.e. S 5 2 k ln V ). The counting of are treated as reflecting boundaries. Boundary effects
configurations for long polymer molecules is dif- on the chains are made negligible by using a
ficult, however, due to the enormous number of sufficiently large lattice. All lattice sites have equal
possible conformations the chains can adopt. volume, and the number of sites in a given radial r

We have used a cylindrical lattice geometry that is one layer thick is given by the area (in lattice
developed by Leermakers et al. [17], in which rings units) of the radial:
of lattice sites are treated with mean-field averaging

2 2(Fig. 2), to compute average grafted-chain conforma- L(r) 5 p[r 2 (r 2 1) ] (1)
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A ring’s outer surface area is then given by: which is commonly called the free segment weight-
ing factor [14]. It represents the preference a free

S(r) 5 2pr (2)
segment of component i has for being in radial (z, r)
with respect to the bulk solution. The potential of

In order to couple the different mean-field regions mean force u (z, r)used to calculate the free segmentiof the lattice together, we must calculate the prob- weighting factor is given by the sum of an inter-
ability to move from a given site to any adjacent site intaction potential u and a hard core potential u9.i(perhaps in a different radial). These probabilities are intThe interaction potential u is pair-wise additiveia consequence of the lattice geometry, and are and defines nonideal, nonoverlapping interactions
referred to as step probabilities l. We will allow between nearest neighbors. The hard core potential
steps up (higher z), steps down or steps in the same u9 is independent of segment type and serves to
layer while simultaneously allowing steps inward adjust segment potentials to ensure that the lattice
(lower r), steps outward or steps in the same radial space is completely filled and no segment overlap
shell. occurs.

In all calculations, we have assumed a hexagonal intThe interaction potential u (z, r) is calculatedilattice (12 nearest neighbors) in which the probabili- using the local segment densities and interaction
1
]ty to step up or down a layer is l (z) 5 l (z) 5 ,1 21 4 parameters x for unlike pair contacts:ijand the probability to stay in the same layer is

1 int
]l (z) 5 . These probabilities correspond to the u (z, r)0 2 i b]]] 5Ox kF (z, r)l 2 F (6)h jnumber of nearest neighbors in the adjacent layer or ij j jkT j

the same layer, respectively, divided by the total
number of nearest neighbors. For radial steps inward Here F (z, r) is the volume fraction of component jj

or outward the probabilities are proportional to the in radial (z, r). The volume fraction of a component
lattice site surface area on the face that is crossed: in the bulk solution is denoted by the superscript b.

The Flory–Huggins interaction parameter x repre-ijS(r 2 1) 1
sents the excess energy with respect to the unmixed]]] ]l (r) 5 3 (3)21 4L(r) components that is associated with one segment of i
being completely surrounded by j (or vice versa). Inl (r) 5 1 2 l (r) 2 l (r)0 21 1
Eq. (6), the summation on j may include the surface

S(r) 1 if an interaction between the surface and each
]] ]l (r) 5 31 4L(r) component is specified. Because solution properties

vary by radial, the (step-weighted) average volume
The probability for two independent events to occur fraction of j in contact with a site in radial (z, r) is
simultaneously is the product of their individual required. This is denoted by the angular brackets and
probabilities. For a step down and outward simul- is given in expanded notation by
taneously, the probability is thus

kF (z,r)l 5OO l (r,z)F (z9,r9) (7)j z92z,r92r jl (z,r) 5 l (z) 3 l (r) (4)21,1 21 1 z9 r9

where the step probabilities give the fraction of theand likewise for all other step directions.
total possible site contacts that occur in each adjacent
direction.

Combining the step probabilities with the free-3. Numerical self-consistent-field theory
segment weighting factors allows one to calculate the
statistical weighting of any given conformation in theThe preference of a free segment of component i
lattice with respect to chains in the bulk solution.to be in a lattice site in radial (z,r) with respect to the
The statistical weight of all possible conformationsbulk solution is given by a Boltzmann factor
can be calculated using the recurrence relation

2 u (z, r)iF]]]GG 5 exp (5) G (z, r, s 1 1u1) 5 G (z, r)kG (z, r, su1)l (8)i i i ikT
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where G (z, r, s 1 1u1) is called the chain end Finally, the fractional surface coverage s, isi

weighting factor and gives the statistical weighting calculated from n usingi

for a chain of s11 segments to end in radial (z, r), ni
]]s 5 (12)after starting from an end segment with ranking 1. i N AiAgain, the angular brackets represent a step-weight-

where A is the area of the grafting surface in latticeed nearest neighbor average G (z, r) and is thei

units squared. The fractional surface coverage givesfree-segment weighting factor for a segment of type i
the fraction of chains attached per surface site andin radial (z, r). The chain-end distribution function
may also be expressed as a percentage graftingmust be generated from each chain end (fixed and
density (i.e. s 50.1510% surface coverage).free) when modeling grafted chains, since inversion

Three distinct segment types are specified in thesymmetry does not apply.
model, including those of the brush (b), solvent (o)The restriction that all chains start at the surface is
and particle (p). The solvent is in full equilibrium,imposed by calculating the chain-end distribution
and allowed to move in and out of the system underfunctions from the following starting point:
the constraint that the lattice remains filled. The

G (z, r ,su1) 5 G (z, r); z 5 1, r 5 1 . . . R (9a)i i max brush is considered a uniform homopolymer, and the
particle is assumed to have uniform properties, being

G (z, r, su1) 5 0; z 5 2 . . . Z , composed of a fixed number of segments filling thei max

geometry chosen for it.r 5 1 . . . R (9b)max Grafting can be simulated such that the chain
segments attached at layer 1 redistribute themselves

Eqs. (9a) and (9b) ‘‘graft’’ the chains to layer 1 of radially when a particle is placed very close to the
the cylinder. The complementary chain-end distribu- surface, simulating what might occur if the graft
tion function is then generated using Eq. (8) from the were surface mobile, such as in a cell membrane.
starting point G (z, r, NuN) 5 G (z, r), where N is thei i The chain ends can also be fixed ‘‘covalently’’ to the
number of segments in the chains, with no restric- surface such that each grafted segment is confined to
tions on the location of the free end. a specific radial at z51. In the latter case, the brush

The statistical weighting for inner chain segments is fixed to the grafting surface by individually
can be calculated by coupling the chain-end weight- grafting chains to each radial. The number of chains
ing factors for shorter chains. By summing over all used to calculate the normalization constant for each
segment rankings s in the chain and then normaliz- separate radial must then be calculated using the
ing, the volume fraction of each component F (z, r)i number of lattice sites in the radial and assuming a
is calculated from: constant grafting density. The non-surface-mobile

brush therefore consists of R components, forG (z, r, su1)G (z, r, suN) maxi i
]]]]]]]F (z,r) 5 CO (10) each of which Eq. (8) has a different starting point.i i G (z, r)s i

Finally the total brush density distribution is calcu-
lated by summing the volume fractions of thewhere the factor G (z,r) in the denominator elimi-i

separate components.nates double counting. The normalization constant Ci

The equations described above constitute a set offor chains fixed in the system (restricted equilibrium)
self-consistent equations, which can be solved nu-is given by [17]
merically using the method of Leermakers et al. [23]

ni
]]]]]]C 5 (11)i OOL(r)G (z, r, Nu1)i

z r
4. Thermodynamics

where n is the number of molecules of component ii

in the lattice. C may be specified arbitrarily for all Energies of interaction between a brush and ai

calculations in order to simulate different surface particle are calculated from the partition function of
grafting densities. the system in a manner similar to that used in the
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original SF model for polymer compression by a In Eq. (17), the bulk volume fraction for the grafted
bplate [13,24]. Here, the result varies to account for components is zero, leading to an unbounded ln F i

the radial non-uniformity of the cylindrical system. term [13]. To overcome this problem, we have
bFrom statistical thermodynamics, the Helmholtz replaced F for the grafted chains with a pseudo-i

energy A is related to the canonical partition function equilibrium bulk volume fraction
Q by nNb ]]]]]]F 5 (18)iA 2 A* 5 2 kT ln(Q 2 Q*) (13) OOL(r)G (z, r, Nu1)i

z r

where the asterisk represents the reference state,
as suggested by Scheutjens and Fleer [24].which we specify as components in the pure, amor-

Solving Eq. (17) at two different particle positionsphous, unmixed state. intallows calculation of the excess energy A (z )pIt is possible to write the partition function in
associated with a brush-particle interaction [13]terms of its combinatorial V and energy U terms:

intA (z ) 5 (A–A*)(z )–(A–A*)(`) (19)p pQ V U 2 U *
] ] ]]]S Dln 5 lnS D2 (14)S DQ* kTV* where the coordinate z represents the layer positionp

of the leading edge of the particle. In our calcula-In order to evaluate Q, both terms must be expressed
tions, the particle is moved stepwise in the z-direc-using parameters available from the lattice model.
tion toward the surface. At each particle position theThe combinatorial term can be expressed in terms of
brush distribution and thermodynamics are calcu-the step probabilities and then corrected using a
lated. The position z 5` gives the reference statepmean-field approximation to account for chain vol-
where the particle has a negligible interaction withume [16]. Expressing this as a sum over all com-
the brush.ponent types in all possible conformations gives:

bln FV i
] ]]lnS D5OOOL(r)F (z,r) 1 ln G (z, r)H Ji i 5. Results and discussionNV* z r ii

(15)
Self-consistent-field theory has been able to pro-

vide a fairly detailed description of brush profiles (inThe energy term is based on nearest neighbor
the absence of an interacting particle). Analyticalinteractions described by the FH interaction parame-
SCF theory predicts that the brush will form ater. The summation over all m components gives
parabolic distribution away from a grafting surface inm m(U 2 U *)
the limit of infinite chain length [8,25]. This is]]]5OOO L(r) S F (z,r)x kF (z,r)li ij jkT j5i11z r i51 confirmed by neutron scattering data [26] and nu-

(16) merical SCF theory [6], which also predicts a slight
depletion layer next to the surface and a tail region at

which is the total energy change associated with the outer end of the brush for finite chain lengths
mixing the components in the lattice. Here, the under non-adsorbing conditions.
number of lattice sites L(r) multiplied by the volume
fraction of i in radial (z,r) gives the number of 5.1. Segment–density distributions
segments of i in the radial.

Inserting Eqs. (14)–(16) into Eq. (13) gives our
Introduction of a particle changes the conforma-

working expression for the Helmholtz energy:
tions of chains in a brush (Fig. 3). The distribution

bm of chains of N550 segments at a grafting density ofln F(U 2 U *) i
]]] ]]5OOO L(r)F (z, r)Hj s 50.1 is shown in Fig. 3 for an interacting particlekT Nz r ii51

of radius R 53 and length L 53 (referred to as a 3p p
m

by 3 particle) at various distances from the surface.1 ln G (z,r) 1 S x kF (z, r)l (17)Ji ij j
j5i11 All results shown are for non-mobile brushes. Inter-
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Fig. 3. Polymer segment density distributions in the cylindrical lattice are indexed in both the z and r directions. The chains of length N550
with a grafting density of s 50.1 are interacting with a particle of dimensions R 53 and L 53 (3 by 3). Interaction parameters are set asp p

x 50.4 and x 50.4 (unspecified interaction parameters are always zero). The density distribution is shown for a particle positioned (a)bo po

outside the brush, (b) at layer z 510, (c) z 57, and (d) z 55.p p p

action parameters have been regressed from osmotic protein /polymer pairs are all very close to zero [27].
virial coefficients measured by Haynes et al. using Based on these results, we have set x , x , and xbo po bp

low-angle laser-light scattering (LALLS) [27]. The to 0.4, 0.4 and 0, respectively, for most of our
interaction parameter for polyethylene glycol with calculations. All other x were set to zero. In thisij

water x lies between 0.45 and 0.5, depending on way, the results should provide at least a qualitativebo

solution conditions. Interaction parameters for sever- picture of globular protein interactions with grafted
al proteins (lysozyme, bovine serum albumin, and PEG brushes, which are finding increased application
a-chymotrypsinogen) with water x lie in the range as biomaterials and anti-fouling surfaces. In thispo

from 0.47 to 0.59, depending on protein size and net context, it is worth noting that the calculated energy
charge. Brush-particle interaction parameters x , curves due to brush interaction with the particle arebp

estimated from cross-osmotic virial coefficients for not very sensitive to the brush-solvent or particle–
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solvent interaction parameters, but are sensitive to a SCF theory [8], which do not allow splaying to
favorable interaction between the brush and particle. occur.

A brush density profile is shown in Fig. 3(a) at Changing the surface density of the grafted chains
conditions where the particle is positioned outside also affects the density distribution of the brush. Fig.
the brush. The distribution is completely uniform in 5 shows a graft of N550 segment chains interacting
the radial direction, and shows a typical brush profile with a 5 by 5 particle placed at layer 7. The chains
in the z-direction at near theta solvent conditions. are grafted at densities of s 50.05, s 50.1, s 50.2,
The z and r coordinates on the plot index the and s 50.3 in Fig. 5(a–d), respectively. Increasing
mean-field radial of the cylinder, whose average the surface density results in an extension of the
brush segment volume fraction is shown on the brush and an increase in the segment–density maxi-
vertical axis. A depletion layer is seen next to the mum. At high surface densities, the brush profile
grafting surface due to the entropic penalty the begins to approach a step-profile in accordance with
chains experience when steps are taken next to an the Alexander–de Gennes brush model [28,29].
impenetrable interface. Unlike variations in chain length (see Fig. 4),

In Fig. 3(b–d), brush distributions are shown increasing the grafting density does not in general
when the particle is sitting at layers z 510, z 57, lead to a transition from complete compression of thep p

and z 55, respectively. For lattice sites occupied by brush to a regime where chain splaying makes ap

the particle, the volume fraction of solvent and brush dominant contribution to the perturbed density dis-
is essentially zero. As the particle begins to penetrate tribution. Instead, it changes the magnitude of seg-
the brush, the segment density fills in quickly behind ment compression or splaying. Changes in segment
the particle, indicating chain splaying. To reach this density in the region between the particle and the
extended chain state there is a concomitant depletion surface therefore become less significant with respect
of the segment density between the particle and the to the rest of the density profile.
surface (in front of the particle). Finally, when the
particle reaches layer 5 (Fig. 3(d)), the segment
density profile also increases slightly at the sides of 5.2. Brush-particle interaction energies
the particle. This leads to a physical picture of

intgrafted chains spread around the particle such that The excess energy A required to move different
they radially partition away from the centerline, sized particles into a brush is shown in Fig. 6. For a
thereby lowering the brush density in the center of brush made up of 50-segment chains at a graft

intthe particle’s path. density of s 50.1, A increases with increasing
Segment depletion between the particle and graft- particle size, particularly at deeper penetration

ing surface does not occur at all conditions however. depths. Under the chosen conditions, formation of
Fig. 4 shows the brush density distribution for four contacts between brush and particle segments is
different chain lengths (at constant surface density), enthalpically favorable since both segments have a
with a 3 by 3 particle sitting at layer 5. For a chain net unfavorable interaction with the solvent (x .0).io

intlength of 15 segments (Fig. 4(a)) the segment density Nevertheless, the calculated A values are always
is enhanced slightly between the particle and the positive and increase sharply as the particle pene-

intsurface, indicating brush compression without sig- trates deeper into the brush. Thus, A is dominated
nificant chain splaying. Segment depletion is first by entropic effects, which are strongly repulsive due
observed at a chain length of N525 and becomes to the chain conformations that are eliminated by the
increasingly more pronounced with increasing chain presence of the particle. This result is the basis for
length. Thus, the configuration of the grafted chains entropic interaction chromatography, indicating that
in the presence of a penetrating particle is a strong the (net repulsive) energy of interaction between
function of the chain length relative to the particle particle and brush is a strong function of particle
radius. This relationship has not been reported size. The strong entropic repulsion observed also
previously with modeling methods based on the shows that hydrophilic brushes should be effective in
Alexander–de Gennes brush [28,29] and analytical passivating a surface against adsorption of analytes
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional segment density distributions for four different chain lengths around a 3 by 3 particle placed with the leading edge
at z 55. Interaction parameters are specified as x 50.4 and x 50.4. Chain lengths are (a) N515, (b) N525, (c) N540 and (d) N560p bo po

segments.

of almost any size, but particularly against large behind the particle more easily. Once a particle has
macromolecules such as proteins. significantly penetrated a relatively long brush, the

The effect of chain length on brush-particle inter- conformational entropy lost by the chains due to
action energies is shown in Fig. 7 for a 3 by 3 particle approach can be reduced by the gain of
particle. As the chains are made longer the onset of configurations of those chain segments which are
an energetic repulsion occurs farther from the sur- able to step behind the particle.
face. This distance appears to scale linearly with N, The dotted lines in Figs. 6 and 7 intersect the
as we might expect since brush height h also scales energy curves at a point of inflection. Each inflection

intlinearly with N [5]. For longer chains, A becomes point represents a maximum in the force F required
nearly independent of chain length at particle posi- to move the particles into the brush, since F 5 2

inttions close to the surface. This indicates that in- ≠A /≠z . An inflection point is not observed for allp

creased chain length allows chains to fill in the space combinations of N and R . Instead, there is a criticalp
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Fig. 5. Brush distribution of N550 segment chains around a 5 by 5 particle at four different grafting densities. Interaction parameters are
x 50.4 and x 50.4. Grafting densities are (a) s 50.05, (b) s 50.1, (c) s 50.2 and (d) s 50.3.bo po

intchain length N above which an inflection point analyzed by calculating A curves for penetration ofcritical

is seen for a given particle size. Fig. 8 shows N a 3 by 3 particle under two limiting cases: (i) purecritical

as a function of R for a constant grafting density of compression of the brush by the particle (which isp

10%. The critical chain length for this system equivalent to the model of Subramanian et al. [21]),
increases linearly with R , in accordance with the and (ii) penetration into a brush in which all chainsp

increase in the distance that chain segments must grafted directly beneath the particle have been
extend in order to occupy space behind the particle. removed (so that no chain splaying can occur).
The minimum chain length for an inflection point in Placing the boundary of the lattice in radial R 11,p

the limit of an infinitesimal particle is ca. 5 seg- where R is the particle radius, allows the energy ofp

ments. pure chain compression to be calculated. Under this
intThe change in brush-segment density profile limiting condition, A increases monotonically with

which leads to the observed inflection point was particle approach and no inflection point is observed.
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Fig. 6. Brush-particle interaction energy curves for chains of
Fig. 8. The critical chain length N for which an inflectioncriticalN550 with a graft density of s 50.1 interacting with various
point is observed as a function of R for the system with s 50.1;psized particles. Interaction parameters are specified as x 50.4bo
the interaction parameters are those in Fig. 7, and the particlesand x 50.4. Particle size has been varied from R 51, L 51 uppo p p
have a cylindrical geometry where L 5R .p pto R 57, L 57. The dashed line shows the inflection point ofp p

each such curve.

splaying can occur, show an inflection point, sug-Thus, the inflection point is related to chain segment
gesting that the inflection is due to the invasion ofescape from beneath the approaching particle. In
extended chain segments into the space behind theprinciple, the inflection point could result from the

intparticle. As a result, A begins to decrease (indicat-lower energy of splayed chains relative to com-
ing a slight attraction) as the particle is moved verypressed chains and/or the increase in configurational
close (z ,3) to the grafting surface. Segment den-entropy of chains which extend beyond the particle p

sity profiles under this condition indicate that thevolume and can thereby step into the solvent-rich
chains adjacent to the side walls of the particle reachspace behind the particle.
a lower energy state by stretching slightly in theResults from limiting case (ii), where no chain
z-direction to allow a larger number of segments to
sample the volume directly behind the particle. A
similar result, in which there is an inflection point

intand a decrease in A when the particle is close to
the surface, is obtained when model calculations are
carried out for a brush of surface-mobile chains. It is
also worth noting that the model of Subramanian et
al., which is limited by the severe assumption that
chain splaying can not occur, does not predict the
presence of an inflection point.

As it penetrates the brush, a particle reduces the
intconformational entropy of the brush, increasing A .

When the chains are able to gain a significant
amount of conformational entropy by filling in

intbehind the particle, the rate of increase in A with
respect to particle position is reduced, giving rise to

Fig. 7. Interaction energy curves for a particle of R 53, L 53p p the observed inflection point. It is therefore useful tointeracting with different length polymer chains of constant
consider the segment density in the volume definedgrafting density s 50.1. Interaction parameters are x 50.4 andbo

x 50.4. The dashed line shows the inflection point of each curve. by the particle and the volume directly above andpo
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below it. As the particle is moved toward the surface, configurations that step behind a particle. This
the number of chain segments in the particle’s path combined with the fact that a particle of fixed size
volume is always decreasing. As segments begin to will take away a smaller fraction of the conforma-
fill in behind the particle, however, the rate of tions sampled by larger chains, results in an earlier

intsegment displacement changes. Fig. 9 shows the rate inflection point in A and a lower F .max

of decrease in the total number of segments (in front
of and behind the particle) as a function of particle 5.3. Comparison with experiment

intposition; 2 ≠A /≠z is also shown for the samep

system. In systems where N is above N , the To confirm that our simulation results reflect truecritical
intinflection point in A always coincides with the interaction energies between protein macromolecules

point where the rate of displacement of segments by and end-grafted polymer brushes, we have measured
the particle is decreasing the fastest with respect to partition coefficients (Fig. 10) for a series of analytes
z . That is, where the rate of accumulation of ranging in size from glycerol (92.09 Da) to thyro-p

segments behind the particle is a maximum. globulin (670 000 Da) on an acrylamide-based
The dependence of the inflection point position beaded (80 mm diameter) resin bearing a terminally

z and the magnitude of the force maximum attached brush of poly(methoxyethyl acrylamide)inflection

F on particle size, chain length and surface (PMEA). The Fractogel resin, kindly provided by E.max

density were also investigated for specific cases. For Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), displayed a PMEA
a brush with N550 and s 50.1, the inflection point brush having a 3% surface grafting density and a
was found to move toward the surface in roughly
linear proportion to R (Fig. 6). For the same system,p

2.8F was found to increase in proportion to R ,max p

which suggests that it scales closely with particle
volume. For a 3 by 3 particle and 10% grafting
density (Fig. 7), z moves away from theinflection

surface almost linearly with increasing N (z |inflection
0.8N ), which corresponds closely to the scaling of

brush height. Furthermore, F was found to de-max

crease with increasing chain length such that F |max
21.2N . Longer brush chains can more quickly adopt

Fig. 10. Partition coefficient K data for a series of small analytes
and globular proteins to the brush phase of BioSEC 656 Fractogel
resin: total system volume5120.64 ml, resin packing density5

0.443, resin porosity50.76, surface grafting density53%, SCF
scaled chain DP51862, average bead diameter580 mm, 50-mM
phosphate buffer (pH 7) and 258C. Analytes partitioned include
glycerol (MW592.09 Da), phenylalanine (115.13 Da), folic acid
(441.4 Da), vitamin B12 (1355.4 Da), aprotinin (6500 Da),
cytochrome c (12 327 Da), lactalbumin (14 200 Da), myoglobin
(15 320 Da), chymotrypsinogen (26 500 Da), ovalbumin (45 000
Da), hemoglobin (64 500 Da), bovine serum albumin (66 000 Da),
lactate dehydrogenase (140 000 Da), alcohol dehydrogenase

Fig. 9. The applied force F and the rate of segment displacement (141 000 Da), apoferritin (443 000 Da), ferritin (502 000 Da), and
from the total volume the particle moves through as a function of thyroglobulin (670 000 Da). Solid curve: self-consistent field
z for a 3 by 3 particle moving into a brush with N550 and theory predictions with interaction parameters specified as x 5p bo

s 50.1. 0.4, x 50.4 and x 50.po pb
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scaled degree of polymerization between 16 and 20. oxide brush surface when a strong hydrophobic
The partition coefficient K is given by interaction free energy term is included in theirp

semi-empirical model. Penetration of the particle into
z 50p the grafting surface, however, results in a strong

steric repulsion that leads to a monotonically increas-E K (z ) dzp p pavg ing interaction free energy. To better understandC p z5h
]] ]]]]K 5 5 (20) these effects, we have set the brush-solvent x ,p bulk z 50p boC p particle–solvent x , and the brush-particle x inter-po bpE dzp action parameters in our model to 0.5, 0.5 and 20.5

z5h respectively (all other x 50), which together defineij

a strong enthalpic attraction between particle andavg bulkwhere C and C are the average solutep p brush segments.
concentrations in the brush phase and the bulk liquid

The interaction energy for various sized particles
phase, respectively. Details of the partition coeffi-

with a 50-segment brush at 10% grafting density is
cient measurement are given elsewhere [30].

shown in Fig. 11. When the particles interact with the
In the ideal solution limit, the Boltzmann factor

surface of the brush, favorable brush-particle ener-intK (z ) 5 exp(2A (z ) /kT ), gives the concentrationp p p getic contacts dominate the interaction energy, lead-
of solute particles C (z ) at position z with respect intp p p ing to negative values of A . With further penetra-bulkto the bulk solution C (z ) 5 C 3 K (z ). The lastp p p p p tion, a net energetic repulsion occurs once the loss of
equality in Eq. (20) therefore provides a method for

chain entropy is greater than the favorable contact
predicting solute partition coefficients from calcu-

energy, as predicted by Joen et al. [20]. As the
lated interaction energies such as shown in Fig. 7. In

particle size increases, the position of the onset of
Eq. (20), h is the brush height arbitrarily chosen as

energetic repulsion z occurs sooner (higher z ).onset pthe point at which the volume fraction of an undis-
As shown in Fig. 11, the increase in z withonsetturbed brush falls below 0.1%. Multiplying the
particle size gets progressively smaller as the particle

average concentration by the height of the brush
size becomes larger. Eventually, z reaches aonsetgives a value that is proportional to the number of
constant value, equal to that for compression by an

particles that are interacting with the brush.
infinite flat plate.

Comparison of the experimental data with the
model predictions shows that the theory quantitative-
ly captures the strongly nonlinear dependence of ln
K on protein molecular weight (model scaling ofp

protein MW values was based on protein radius of
gyration data). Since we assumed in the model
calculations that x 50, the observed exclusionbp

effect, which increases strongly with increasing
solute MW, is solely due to a loss of brush con-
formational entropy when the solute penetrates the
brush volume. It is therefore a perfectly general
effect that does not depend to any significant extent
on specific chemical properties of the solute.

5.4. Adsorption on and in brushes

Fundamental modeling of protein adsorption on
Fig. 11. Brush-particle interaction energy curves for four different

brush surfaces is severely limited. Joen et al. [19,20] sized particles interacting with chains of length N550 and
have predicted a minimum in the interaction energy grafting density s 50.1. Interaction parameters are x 50.5, x 5bo point(negative A ) between a protein and a polyethylene 0.5 and x 520.5.bp
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0.4As the particle size increases, the magnitude of the s(Z | s ) due to the extension of the brushonset
intattractive minimum uA u increases significantly with increased graft density. The model also predictsmin

int 1.8 int intsuch that uA u|R . Thus, uA u scales closely that A decreases slightly with increasing s and ismin p min min

with particle surface area, which in turn scales with shifted away from the grafting surface. The gradual
the number of contacts that brush and solvent increase in the attractive minimum results from more
segments make with the surface of the particle. The brush-particle contacts at higher surface density.

intminimum in A indicates that the solute particles However, the entropic repulsion scales more strongly
can preferentially adsorb to the surface of a brush with increasing s than the energetic attraction, and

intunder appropriate conditions. as a result the attractive regions of the A curves
It is important to note that a strongly negative become narrower with increasing s. These two

brush-particle interaction parameter (x 520.5) is effects agree with the observation that a brush profilebp
intrequired to see a minimum in A with our model. becomes more step-like as surface density is in-

intThe magnitude of x in this case is almost unrealis- creased. The dependence of A on s is quite weak,bp min

tic for an interaction that is not electrostatic in however, and the scaling therefore difficult to de-
nature, suggesting that perhaps Joen et al. might have termine.
over-estimated the hydrophobic interaction energy Finally, we have investigated the effect of N on
favoring adsorption. Experiments on brushes of short the interaction energy for this set of interaction
PEG chains show that a small amount of protein parameters (not shown). z shifts away from theonset

adsorption can be observed [31,32], suggesting a surface approximately linearly with increasing N,
weak net attraction between polymer and protein. again corresponding to the extension of the brush

intInteraction parameters calculated from data of from the surface. The minimum in A becomes
Haynes et al. [27] also show that the polymer– slightly shallower with increasing N, although the
protein interaction is weak in these systems, with a dependence appears very weak. However, longer
maximum attractive value of ca. x 520.1. chains have a broader attractive minimum than shortbp

intThe dependence of A on s is shown in Fig. 12. chains. This may be because long chains are able to
The brush consists of 50 segment chains that are form multiple contacts with the particle over a wider
interacting with a 5 by 5 particle. As the grafting range of particle positions.
density is increased, Z increases with increasingonset

5.5. Model application to the engineering of
biomaterials

If the criterion for protection of a surface is the
distance at which a repulsion energy begins, z ,onset

then for a given brush length and surface density we
predict that larger particles should be repelled better.
Also, because h and z increase with increasing Nonset

and s, maximum repulsion will be obtained with
long chains at the highest surface density possible.

The magnitude and width of the attractive mini-
mum may also be important considerations if it is
necessary to minimize any possible interaction be-
tween a protein and the brush. For example, studies
have shown that although grafted polymer will
strongly inhibit platelet adhesion, transient contacts
can still lead to platelet activation and decreased

Fig. 12. Brush-particle interaction energy curves for a 5 by 5
platelet counts [33]. An alternate criteria for choos-particle penetrating chains of length N525 at four different
ing the optimum surface coverage may therefore begrafting densities. Interaction parameters are x 50.5, x 50.5bo po

and x 520.5. to maximize z while at the same time minimizingbp onset
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the concentration of particles in the region of attrac- since entropy plays a significant role in the steric
tive interaction with the brush. Predicting the op- repulsion by the polymer chains as well as in the
timum conditions then becomes more difficult. hydrophobic interaction energy.

According to the Boltzmann factor (see Eq. (18)), Other work which considers the mechanism of
the region of negative interaction energy will have a protein repulsion by polymers such as PEG predicts
higher concentration of particles than in the bulk that it may be due to the hydrophilic nature of the
solution, while the repulsive region has a much polymer, or the strong hydration shell required to
lower concentration. In order to determine optimum solvate the polymer [34]. Our calculations suggest
brush conditions when considering both the mag- that while those may contribute, the dominant effect
nitude and width of the minimum, it is useful to in protein repulsion is the high degree of flexibility
calculate the average concentration of solute particles in the polymer chains, which in thermodynamic
in the brush. We predict that the total number of terms is seen as high conformational entropy. Pene-
particles interacting with the brush decreases with tration of a particle into the chains decreases the
increasing s due to the narrower attractive region at chain entropy, giving rise to a sharp increase in the
higher s (Fig. 12). Therefore, increasing surface brush-particle interaction energy. This is supported

¨density for a given chain length should always by the results of Schroen et al. [35] who found that
improve resistance to solute interaction with a sur- an extended brush configuration of adsorbed Pluronic
face, even in cases where brush-particle attraction copolymer was significantly better at reducing pro-
occurs. tein adsorption than a collapsed layer, even though

When chain length is increased, the width of the the surface was made more hydrophilic in both
attractive minimum is increased causing an increase cases.
in partitioning of particles to the brush surface
region. This suggests that very long flexible chains
may actually be less effective at reducing adsorption, Acknowledgements
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